[Analysis of genealogical structure of populations. I. A method of collecting genealogical data in numerical form].
A method for collecting genealogical data with respect to an individual, a family, and members of the whole population is suggested. The essence of vertical pedigree construction consists of the same type of steps for filling in data (in the fixed order which excludes skips in the enumeration of lines of descent) about the father and the mother of the next ancestor. Each number in the received ordered list of ancestors uniquely determines a path (line of descent) to the given pedigree member. The path is explicitly described by a sequence of digits 0 and 1 (that corresponds to the sequence of fathers and mothers in the line of descent) at binary notation of this number. As a result, a pedigree is presented as a set of numbered rows that contain information, which uniquely identifies direct ancestors as individual persons. Results of joining separate pedigrees are recorded as a family list that contains lists of children for each parental pair. A pair of parents (more exactly, pointers of their families in the previous generation and numbers of pair members in their families) plays the role of the family "heading." Such a family list permits one to trace lines of descent and relationships for any population members presented in the list. It contains all genealogical information within the bounds of the study in a compact form. Here the process of collection requires considerably less time than traditional graphic representation of pedigrees. In addition, due to repeated checks of data during accumulation of material, error is minimized. Using pedigrees that have been collected, it is possible to calculate the coefficient of inbreeding manually. In connection with the wide prevalence of personal computers at present, it is also important that the data received are in fact ready to direct input to a computer for further automated data processing.